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The Daria Database (MTV's Daria)
Synopsis
When Teens Turn Bad! When Teachers Snap! When Parents Pounce! When Makeup Smears!
When Milk Starts Getting That Smell! When a Crafty High School Misfit Compiles a Huge Dossier
of Information on her Town and Makes It Public in the Form of an Easily Skimmed Paperback Book!
And much, much more!
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Customer Reviews
This isn't a book about the history of daria or an episode guide. That stuff's been done to death.
This is very original. It has letters written by the characters, Jane's artwork, photos, and stuff like
that. I highly recommend this book to all daria fans!

The Daria Database is full of sarcastic funny remarks. it is totally accurate about the Daria universe.
the quinn remarks are fantastic and it includes every character. i strongly recomend this book and
it's predercester The Daria Daries. it is a must have to anybody who is a daria fan or who has ever
even seen an episode of this great and witty show.

Hate popular people? Love insulting people? Love the show 'Daria'? Well this book will give you all
the juicy details about charactors such as yours-truly Daria, Jane, Britney, and Upchuck. See
Daria's excuses to get out of doing, well, everything, Quinn's report that made her a temporary
brain, and much much more! When I got this book, I really couldn't put it down! I wouldn't stop
reading til I was done. I recamend this book to every dedicated Daria fan out there!!!! It's a great
"The Daria Database" is a great book for fans of the MTV show. It provides the reader with a more in-depth look of several of the characters and offers amusing supplements to many of the specific shows. Though the overall quality of "The Daria Database" is not quite as good as its predecessor, "The Daria Diaries"—which is better for beginning fans—it proves to be quite enjoyable to those of us who adore the caustic teen.

If you ever enjoyed watching the TV show Daria, and want something to remember it by, consider buying this book. It’s 2012, the show has been over for a decade and I doubt this book will ever be in print again. The book contains lots of original artwork and messages to and from various characters in the show. It’s not designed to be an encyclopedia of the show - there are fan websites that contain far more detail of the show than a paperback book from 1998 can cover. If you’re a fan of Daria or know someone who is, you should probably grab a copy of The Daria Database while you still can.

This latest spinoff book from the animated series is, much like the series itself, clever and generally entertaining. For fans it will undoubtedly be welcome, as it provides a few extra glances into the twisted world of Lawndale (such as the not-at-all-surprising fact that Sandi’s mother was a news anchor for a brief, but still bragged-about, moment). For those who only occasionally watch the show, and especially for those who never see it, it will just be confusing. It is a good example of this sort of thing, but it doesn’t transcend its own limitations. (Am I thinking too much here?)

This isn’t a book for those who aren’t fans of the dariaverse, nor is it for those wanting to familiarize themselves with all things daria. This is purely a book for the fans who wish to engulf themselves in the amazing show that is and was "Daria"! I leave it in my car for when I need a bit of amusement. It’s a fairly short read, but it’s jam packed with art-work, letters, and all sort of little tidbits from Daria, Jane, Trent, Quinn, Helen, Jake, Kevin and Brittany, etc. It’s great fun,

I can’t believe I didn’t get this book sooner! Not only is it really fun to read about the character we know and love/loathe in typical Daria fashion, but it makes a great companion to the TV series (which will FINALLY be on DVD May 11th!). This book is definitely worth checking out if you haven’t already!